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At home, Hopper, Sol+Luna, Sensu

Black splendor bathed in sunlight
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Throwing some pool shade becomes a luxury with Sensu. This black shade 
offers a clean canvas that doesn’t distract the views from the Hopper combo 
and the architecture of the villa.

The free-hanging shade leaves all the space available on and under the table. 
Thanks to the tilting and rotating function, this umbrella casts shade 
wherever you like, all day long.



Casts shade wherever you like, all day long.



From sunrise to sunset in one spin.



At home, Walrus, Sensu
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Head in the clouds



Lofty lounging becomes a dream come true on this rooftop patio. The Sensu 
duo diamond throws some welcome shade without taking up any precious 
space on this city rooftop. The black-colored shade adds to the luxurious city 
feeling in a way that no other color could.

Throwing some shade becomes a luxury with Sensu. This black shade offers 
a clean canvas that doesn’t distract the views from the gorgeous city sights. 
The free-hanging shade leaves all the space available for the sofa and thanks 
to the tilting function, this umbrella casts shade wherever you like, all day 
long. 

A minimalistic presence with a big impact.
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Carefree unwinding



At home, Marina, Sensu

Serene unwinding by the pool
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For a relaxing day out



With a rotating and tilting feature, this Papyrus white Sensu offers refreshing 
shade where most needed throughout the day. A light lunch at the Marina 
combo and later a dive in the pool… Who doesn’t love to indulge in the 
summertime?



A perfect holiday feeling, 
right at home.



At home, Sensu, Walrus

Dappled in shady comfort
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A minimalistic presence with a big impact.

A loungy moment
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Wrapped in sandy colors, this patio is the coziest spot in the garden. 
Although casting a broad canopy of shadow, the Sensu shade doesn’t 
interfere with the cushy atmosphere thanks to a minimalist design and 
neutral color.



Out of the sun



In projects, Sensu, Sol+Luna, Captain's Chair

Quattro stagioni
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A bu�et of shade



Refreshing shade is a must when offering delicious dishes - we wouldn't want 
any guests to melt away, right? Better to leave this part for the cheese.

But jokes aside, restaurant patios need shade, and preferably without cutting 
down on patio space with a forest of umbrella poles and bulky bases. Well, 
that's possible!



Comfort above all



At home, In projects, Sensu, Sol+Luna

Veiled in smoky shade
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With a big impact
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With views like this, there’s no need to draw attention with flamboyant colors 
and shapes. Painted in neutral taupe shades, this patio warmly invites you to 
work on that tan. Settle down for a day of luxurious unwinding.



For the perfect tan


